Posting and Submission policy

Projections Strategy LLP invite you to submit your videos, photos, articles, and comments in certain areas of our website: www.railanalysis.com & www.railanalysis.in (including all subdomains) We sincerely expect that every expert, contributory member, government officials, project/company owners, registered premium members, media and event managers will take this opportunity to contribute and share your original content with our community. In order to keep these interactive forums informative and interesting for all of our users, we ask that you adhere to the rules outlined below.

By submitting content, you are consenting to this policy:

1. **You agree not to submit inappropriate content.** Which includes any content that:
   - Is obscene, pornographic, or vulgar
   - Violates a person’s right to privacy
   - Infringes upon or violates the copyrights, trademarks or other intellectual property rights of any person
   - Humiliates others on account of gender, race, religion, sexual orientation, or other such classifications.
   - Contains or advocates illegal or violent acts
   - Contains advertising.
   - Contains advertising.
   - Violates any national, or international law
   - Misrepresents your identity.

2. **You understand and agree that we are not responsible for any user submitted content In any way, whatsoever.** You further understand that we have the right, but not the obligation, to monitor submissions and we may remove content that we deem inappropriate for any reason whatsoever without consent. We further reserve the right, in our sole discretion, to remove a user's privilege to post content on our site without any notice to you.

3. **You agree that you are fully responsible for the content that you submit.** You will promptly remove any content that you have posted should you discover that it violates these rules or that it is otherwise inappropriate. You will indemnify Projections Strategy LLP and their subsidiaries, their directors, officers, managers, shareholders, agents, and licensors, from and against losses, expenses, damages, and costs, resulting from any claim brought by any third party relating to content you have posted.

4. **You acknowledge and agree any use and/or reliance on any information obtained through the interactive forums at your own risk.** We are not in any manner endorsing the content of the interactive forums and cannot and will not vouch for its reliability.

5. **You certify that you are at least 18 years of age.** If you are under the age of 18, please do not submit any content to us. Please be advised if you are under 18 year of age then you are fully responsible to and for any legal liability that may arise due to your submission of content.

6. **For any content that you submit, you give us permission to use such content.** You hereby grant to Projections Strategy LLP a royalty-free, irrevocable, perpetual, worldwide, exclusive, and fully sub licensable license to use, reproduce, modify, adapt, publish, translate, distribute, perform, display, such content, in whole or in part in any form, media or technology.

7. **You have read and agree to abide by our posting and submission policy.**

**Contacting Us**
Should you have any queries please email: support@railanalysis.com